
CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

Setting High Standards in InfraSupport
CSS Corp ensures high availability of IT infrastructure and huge cost savings through remote 
monitoring solutions for a telecommunications giant

For a leading multi-national telecommunication giant, CSS Corp monitored and managed their warehouse and their 
network ensuring end to end infrastructure support
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Abstract

About the Client
An American multinational telecommunications giant providing wireless, 
network and communication solutions.

Enterprises that integrate data from one or more 
disparate sources into a central repository require an 
end to end process support to avoid data duplications. 
Monitoring a data warehouse system is important for its 
optimal performance. A telecommunication giant with 
end-to-end best in breed secure network, voice, data 
and IP solutions mandated CSS Corp to be an 
infrastructure support partner for providing process 
support to their data warehouse. CSS Corp provided end 
to end infrastructure support and ensured huge cost 
savings.

The customer had its analytical and business data in their data 
warehouses. ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) activities were performed on 
data received from various vendors resulting in data constraint issues 
during daily processing. The Client lacked a standardized ETL workflow 
for Monitoring and fine tuning.

Report generation was a time consuming process for the client and they 
lacked 24/7 monitoring and management operations delaying report 
generation furthermore. Hence they looked for an efficient way to 
manage the analytical data to generate real time reports for decision 
making.

The client wanted a support partner to proactively monitor and manage 
the infrastructure operations, manage ETL activities and save costs. With 
a rich experience in providing end to end infrastructure support, CSS 
Corp was mandated to monitor and manage the client’s data warehouse.

CSS Corp initiated a remote Data warehouse support operation with 
24X7 monitoring and management of the ETL jobs and workflows in 
Informatica. The encountered failures were ironed out with a consistent 
success rate of 99%. The offshore team monitored Business Object 
reports through Infoview consoles. 100% uptime of the client server was 
ensured.

CSS Corp started a comprehensive training system to train the offshore 
support personnel on processes ranging from staging to production. An 
integrated knowledge base was created by the operation engineers and 
made accessible to the customer based domain specialist. 

CSS Corp quickly ramped up and began providing end-to-end 
infrastructure support to the client’s infrastructure, that included network 
monitoring and maintenance.

Benefits

    less than 10 minutes)

For an American multinational telecommunications 
giant, CSS Corp provided end to end infrastructure 
support ensuring huge cost savings.

For more information, please email us at info@csscorp.com


